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Abstract

• The gig economy is not just about matching talent 
with job requirements. It is a community of experts 
cultivating and growing tomorrow’s talents, building 
and establishing professional standards, 
accreditation to ensure that those who need work 
done get the assurance of quality and reliability they 
deserve. 

• The possibility of encountering others within the 
same field in a spirit of community, however, may 
just be what you have been looking for especially in 
terms of improving yourself. “If you’re truly 
professional,” then you would be interested to find 
out how well you do compared to the rest of the 
world.



Finding the perfect candidate is harder than ever before

Greater Expectations

Finding that quality talent 
that meets requirements

Increased Competition

Everyone is reaching and 
searching for the ‘right 

talent’

Growing Pressure

Not to just hire the right 
person but to be able to 
influence the success of 

my business



So what’s next?



Source: LinkedIn Asia-Pacific HQ Singapore
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professionals in Singapore today are Millennials

1 in 3

The change in workforce across the Globe with Millennials is
significantly shifting the ways on Recruiting talents today.

Source: Aon Hewitt 2016 Employee Engagement Trends; Ministry of Manpower Employment Statistics

(1983 – 1994)

Youth Corps Singapore



What do young workers want? 



Who are they?
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Millennials know what is important to business

Question: Which of the following words and phrases match your own belief as to what business should try to achieve?
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Generate jobs/provide
employment

Improve society eg.
educate, inform,

promote health and well-
being

Innovate develop new
products and services
generate new idea,etc

Enhance the livelihoods
(of its employees)

Improve/ protect the
environment

Improve skills of its
employees

Generate profit Drive effcienncy, find
quicker and better ways

of doing things

Produce and sell goods
and services

Yes No Undecided



Millennials are concern of what is happening globally

Do you think your employer 
needs to be ethical? Thinking about the challenges facing societies around the 

world (including your own), which three of the following 
issues are you personally most concerned about?
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Terrorism

Crime/ personal safety

Climate

Corruption

Unemployment

Income inequality

War



Millennials are optimistic of the future

Taking everything into account do you expect the overall economic situation in (your 
country) to improve, worsen or stay the same over the next 12 months?
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Uncertain about their environments

If you had a choice, how long would you stay with 
your current employer before leaving to join a new 
organization or do something different?

Would you consider joining the “gig economy” by taking on 
such roles…instead of full-time employment/to supplement 
full or part-time employment?
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To earn more money/increase my income

To work the hours I want to work

To achieve better work/life balance

To be my own boss/work independently

To challenge myself in a new type/format of work

To be paid for my performance as opposed to a set salary

No other options/it is the only way for me to earn money

Others

Which of the following best explain why you have joined 
or would consider being part of the gig economy?



and carry certain values…
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Financial rewards/benefits Positive workplace culture Flexibility (ie. hours and
location)

Opportunities for
continuous learning

Well-being programs and
incentives

Reputation for ethical
behaviour

Diversity and inclusion Opportunities to
volunteer/make a
difference in the

community

Most Important Important Not Important Least Important

Pay and positive workplace culture top young workers’ wish list



Millennials see 
Industry 4.0 as an 
enabler rather 
than a threat
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Employers, on-the-job
training

Continuous professional
development, self-directed

learning or self-paced
learning

Formal training and
development courses
provided by employer

Studies at a school/university Social activity/general
experiences/travel

Government-sponsored
training programs

Membership of clubs,
societies or other

organizations outside the
workplace

Not Imporant Slightly Important Important Fairly Important Very Important

Question: Going forward, how important do you think the following will be in terms of providing 
the skills, knowledge and experiences you need so as to perform at your best at work?



So what do millennials want?

They want alignment 
and vested interests in 

the companies they 
work for,

Attracting and retaining 
millennials and Gen Z begins with 

financial rewards and a good 
workplace culture,

They want workplaces 
that offers higher 

degrees of flexibility,

Those less than satisfied with 
their pay and work flexibility 
are increasingly attracted to 

the gig economy.



So now you 
know!!!



How? 
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